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INTRODUCTION
BY: FR SEAN BARRY,
DIRECTOR; ST PATRICK’S SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN PROGRAMME,
DISTRICT OF EAST AFRICA.
The Day of the African Child, in our Programme, is usually a day of joy and celebration for our
children.
This year is very different. We are living in strange times because of the Coronavirus (also known
as covid-19). Schools and churches are closed. Children cannot meet up with their friends. Many
are lonely. Many are living in fear because of what they are hearing about covid-19 and its dangers.
Some are happy that there is no school. Our countries are in curfew. New terms like lock-down,
cocooning, quarantine, social distancing, frequent washing of hands with soap or use of sanitizers,
tippy taps and wearing of face masks are now part of normal conversation. Families are struggling
due to loss of income and jobs because of the shut down in the economy.

These are indeed

extraordinary times we are living in.
We thought it is important that the experiences of those living in these times be recorded. So, to
celebrate the Day of the African Child for this year, we invited different people involved in our
programme to write their feelings, experiences, hopes and fears of this time. We asked children
to express through writing or art something of what life is like for them at present – even though
it is difficult to access children because of the lock-down. We invited members of our various
Parish Safeguarding Committees to write and we asked our Parish Priests to share what it is like
to be ministering in a parish where the usual activities like Sunday Mass are not taking place.
We thank all who have taken time to express themselves and we offer their enriching contributions
in this Compendium or collection of articles which we are distributing electronically. It is
important that the experiences of this present time be shared. It can be a help and support to us
when we read what others are experiencing. We will read of different ways in which individuals
and parishes are reaching out to those in more severe need. We will read that it isn’t all negative.
There are so many uplifting stories to be told of this time. These can be a source of encouragement
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and hope to us. Our parents will get different ideas of how to parent their children and look out for
opportunities and risks. Our priests are discovering that there are other ways of ministering opened
up for them by this pandemic.
Pope Francis, as well as others, is calling us to reflect on what life will be like after this pandemic
is over. Some are using the phrase “the new normal.” Our Christian vocation and our experience
during Covid-19 challenge us to make sure the new normal will not be like the old normal. It is
almost like an opportunity for a “New Creation”. This crisis is calling us to read the signs of the
times and to listen to the voice of the Spirit in what is going on in the world. Already because of
the sickening murder of George Floyd in US, there is a huge new awareness of the evils of racism
and, it seems, a desire to change. This new awareness may not have gone so deep were it not for
the soil being made ready in people’s hearts by the time of silence and reflection brought about by
covid-19.
Hopefully our Compendium of experiences during this time of covid-19 will contribute to a raising
of awareness in our countries of Kenya and South Sudan on how we are treating our children and
lead to action towards change. Is it right that children have to grow up in densely populated
informal settlements where basic amenities of life are absent or that girls have to live in fear of
being married at a young age against their will or that so many of our children are schooling in
over-crowded classrooms?
On behalf of the Safeguarding Programme of St Patrick’s Missionary Society, District of East
Africa, I present this Compendium to you. Enjoy it but also allow these shared covid-19
experiences to raise questions, to spur us all to create a different “new normal” for the children of
our world.
Fr Sean Barry, Director,
St Patrick’s Safeguarding Children Programme,
District of East Africa.
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“Already because of the sickening murder of George Floyd in US, there is a huge new awareness of the evils of racism
and, it seems, a desire to change. This new awareness may not have gone so deep were it not for the soil being made
ready in people’s hearts by the time of silence and reflection brought about by covid-19.”- Fr. Sean Barry 1
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ACCESS TO A CHILD-FRIENDLY JUSTICE SYSTEM IN AFRICA
BY: THOGORI M. MATHENGE
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR/PROGRAMME ADMINISTRATOR/TRAINER,
ST PATRICK’S SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN PROGRAMME; DISTRICT OF EAST
AFRICA
The theme to this year’s Day of the African child celebrations is ‘Access to a child-friendly justice
system in Africa’. This theme has become particularly relevant in the wake of the COVID-19
pandemic.
In Kenya for instance, we sadly observed within a month of self-isolation measures, a spike in
cases of sexual abuse against minors. The increase in sexual abuse cases was so significant that it
prompted the Chief Justice (CJ) and Director of Public Prosecution (DPP) to issue statements
cautioning the public to be vigilant. Following an increase in cases of online child abuse, the
Directorate of Criminal Investigation (DCI) similarly released a statement sensitizing the public
on potential threats to the safety of children on online learning platform.
The higher incidence of crimes against children is a demonstration of their heightened vulnerability
during this pandemic. The foundation of any child friendly justice system is legislation that
mitigates the vulnerability of children and clearly prescribes their rights.
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) and the African Charter on
the Rights and Welfare of the Child (ACRWC), both of which are widely ratified in Africa, have
revolutionised the legislation of Children’s rights by providing guiding principles. A child friendly
justice system encompasses these principles which include; the best interest of the child, respect
of the views of the child or including child participation, non-discrimination and the right to life,
survival and development.
Another fundamental element of a child-friendly justice system is judicial and law enforcement
structures that are specialized to handle children’s cases. It is important to have a Children’s court
with judicial officers that are sensitive to the rights and needs of children and trained to interact
7

with victimized or delinquent minors. Following a declaration that “every court is a Children’s
Court”, Kenyan courts observed that some basics of child friendly litigation such as in camera
proceeding (as opposed to open court proceedings), were being increasingly compromised.
Thankfully, Kenya and most other African countries, have prioritized the best interest of the child
and adapted their judicial systems and law enforcement to promote it. In addition to specialized
courts, a child friendly legal system should introduce specialized units within law enforcement
such as DCI’s Anti Human Trafficking and Child Protection Unit (AHTCPU) to offer specialized
investigations, create databases and carry out research that promotes the well-being of children.
Kenya has adopted these measures.
One major encumbrance to justice for children is low reporting. Often times, the perpetrator is
someone close to the victim such as a close relative and the children have no one to tell. In addition,
children lack resources such as money to visit police stations and file reports. Fear is also a
contributing factor to low reporting rates (including the fear of law enforcement). The introduction
of toll-free hotline numbers and gender desks in police stations are progressive measures aimed at
increasing children’s access to justice, however, there is need for awareness raising campaigns
specifically geared towards allaying children’s fears of law enforcement. There is also need to
ensure that each police station has a gender desk and that the officers responsible for handling
child related matters are well trained and accountable for their handling of these sensitive matters.
For children in conflict with the law, a child friendly justice system is centered around
rehabilitative rather than retributive sanctions. This is the reason why countries such as Kenya
sentence children to rehabilitation centers rather than prisons. There is some need to improve the
education offered within corrective institutions including remand homes. Children have a right to
an education, yet, children in conflict with the law often find their education irreparably comprised
as they go through judicial process.
A child friendly justice system should provide legal representation for all children. Unfortunately,
in remote areas where legal services are often not available, the right to legal representation is
compromised. Judicial systems in Africa should provide state representation for children rather
than relying on private practitioners to volunteer as is the current norm
8

Finally, a child friendly justice system is one supported by the private and civil society. For
instance, the Church in Kenya is at the forefront of providing safe-houses for children in the
absence of state-run facilities. Initiatives such as Nyumba Kumi are imperative in prevention and
intervention of crimes by and against children. To create a child friendly justice system, we must
shun traditions that are repugnant to children’s rights as a society; initiatives such as our
safeguarding programme and societal contributions such those of our volunteer safeguarding
committees, with parish support, are key in promoting access to child-friendly justice.
Above all, we must continue to trust God, through the spirit, to guide us in our efforts to safeguard
our children without fear or favour. “For the Spirit that God has given us does not make us timid;
instead, His Spirit fills us with power, love, and self-control.”- 2 Timothy 1:7

“The higher incidence of crimes against children is a demonstration of their heightened vulnerability during this
pandemic. The foundation of any child friendly justice system is legislation that mitigates the vulnerability of children
and clearly prescribes their rights.”- Thogori M. Mathenge.2
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THE DAY OF THE AFRICAN CHILD
WRITTEN BY: EUNICE MAJUMA
CHILD PROTECTION TRAINER, ST PATRICK’S SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN
PROGRAMME,
DISTRICT OF EAST AFRICA, LODWAR OFFICE.
This is a day that is set aside by African countries to remember how children in South Africa were
massacred in 1976 when advocating for their rights to Education. It has been celebrated in Kenya
since 1991 and in South Sudan especially in Riwoto and Narus parishes of Diocese of Torit since
2018. Every year a theme is picked to evaluate progress as to how the countries deal with children’s
situations. For this year the theme is “Access to a child – Friendly justice system in Africa.”
The theme is important as it aims to look at the justice system especially in guaranteeing, fair and
speedy delivery of justice to children. This means that access to justice is a human rights concern
and therefore a foundation to promotion of all human rights which are children rights too.
Kenya and South Sudan are a signatory to UNCRC (The United Nations Convention on the Rights
of Children) which makes child abuse a crime and The African Charter on Children’s Rights
(1990) that was specific to African context prohibiting child marriages, recruitment and use of
child soldiers in conflict and promotion of education for young mothers.
In Kenya for example there are a number of laws and policies put in place to ensure that children
are protected from harm or abuse. The Constitution of Kenya (2010) which is the Supreme law
article 53 provides for the rights of children. The Children’s Act, Sexual Offences Act and the
Basic Education among others.
In South Sudan we have the Transitional Constitution of South Sudan sect 17 provides for the
protection of children against exploitative practices or abuse, discrimination, corporal punishment
or works that are hazardous. The child Act 2008 and General Education Act 2008.It should be
noted that the written law supersedes culture in all situations.
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There are a number of institutions that are responsible in ensuring that justice is dispensed in Kenya
namely the Kenya police, the judiciary, the Department of children services, the Director of public
prosecution and probation. In South Sudan the police and judiciary are among the institutions
responsible in dispensing justice.
The scenario in Lodwar and South Sudan is characterized by lack of essential justice system or
structure. In Lodwar for example the Department of children services had 3 officers only serving
seven sub counties, there are 3 law courts and a mobile High court other places get mobile services.
There are no children cells at the police stations nor remand home therefore adult offenders mix
with children in conflict with the law. There are no rescue services for children abused by close
family members either.
The borstal institutions are in Western and Eldoret which is nearly 400km out of Lodwar. There
are about 6 practicing advocates who are based in Lodwar Town and provide pro-bono services to
children matters assigned in court for offences like murder and robbery with violence. Other civil
or criminal matters attract some fees which most families in this region cannot afford.
In criminal cases of defilement on average cases take between 1 to 2 years before completion. This
is due to adjournments, distance to the court and lack of witness as they are victimized back in the
community. With corona pandemic only children matters with certificate of urgency are listened
to and other parents can’t afford the costs. The communities in Lodwar and South Sudan are
Turkanas and Toposas who are purely pastoralists and adore animals. The culture plays a big role
in administration of justice which is male dominated. Cases of defilement, denial to Education,
child neglect is rampant because the father who is a sole bread winner can only provide for his
children if the mother is customarily married otherwise the children belong to the maternal parent.
Early or forced marriage are dealt with at the community level and hardly women and children get
opportunity to express themselves. Through the village elders or clans’ men cases of deaths,
defilement or early marriages are determined informally and the families are compensated with
animals. The situation in South Sudan is worse where police and courts are not functional due to
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civil war and economic crisis leaving provision of essential services to churches and Nongovernmental organizations like UNICEF, Save the children, America Refugee Council etc.
It is believed that justice delayed is justice denied. The churches and non-governmental
organization working in this area have complimented the work of government to ensure children
enjoy their fundamental rights and it’s in this spirit that St. Patrick’s child safeguarding programme
was established to create awareness on the safety of children in our institutions and ensure that
parents and guardians know their roles in safeguarding the children. We believe that through
awareness creation, homilies, campaigns and networking with other partners, the families will be
empowered to protect their children. With time, the children will embrace the change and enjoy
their rights to the fullest.

“It is believed that justice delayed is justice denied.”- Eunice Majuma 3
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REFLECTION:
AN EXPERIENTIAL SHARING ON WORKING WITH CHILDREN SEEKING
JUSTICE IN KENYA; CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES AND COMMUNITY FAMILY
LIFE
BY: NICHOLAS MOI OKWATCH
COUNSELOR (VOLUNTEER) AND A SAFE- GUARDING COMMITTEE MEMBER,
JUSTICE & PEACE COMMISSIONER AT HOLY FAMILY UTAWALA PARISH.

“…complex and lengthy procedures, complicated and vague legal terminologies, lack of coordination and cooperation
between child protection bodies, the police, prosecutors’ offices and courts, limited access to specialized legal aid as
well as insufficient number of professionals trained to work with children are just few of the challenges in Kenya
when they participate in civil, criminal and administrative proceedings.” – Nicholas Moi Okwach4

4
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Experience with children seeking justice in Kenya
It is no doubt that in regard to this subject matter, there has been improvement. This is evidenced
by the emergence of Children protection bodies, human rights, the campaigns being done by the
main churches, that is, through the Justice and Peace Commission and Children Safeguarding
Committees in the Catholic Church which have really been playing vital roles in ensuring that the
children get the desired justice. The ACK, PCEA, Lutheran and other churches have also come up
with strong children Ministries. Nevertheless, challenges are still clearly evident.
The greatest challenge is that while children face the same obstacles in accessing justice and
support as all the other citizens worldwide, they are confronted with specific legal and social
barriers due to their particular status as minors.
Their plight is worsened by the fact that the justice system in Kenya is not yet fully adapted to the
rights and special needs of children for support and protection. Cultural implications, poverty,
complex and lengthy procedures, complicated and vague legal terminologies, lack of coordination
and cooperation between child protection bodies, the police, prosecutors’ offices and courts,
limited access to specialized legal aid as well as insufficient number of professionals trained to
work with children are just few of the challenges in Kenya when they participate in civil, criminal
and administrative proceedings.
Children participants in legal proceedings as victims and witnesses of violence and crime,
investigated or accused as offenders, or parties to administrative or civil procedures all need to
have access to adapted and child-sensitive procedures implemented by specifically trained
professionals. This is yet to be fully actualized.
Children in Kenya need to have better access to quality specialised legal aid as this is crucial to
guarantee equitable access to Justice. This is not a privilege to them, but their right.
As a child therapist, I have worked with children at different levels. Having volunteered in one of
the main juvenile correctional facilities in Kenya and also in the community, there is still much to
be done. Allow me to share briefly and of course without going against confidentiality rules.
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I once supported a case where a twelve-year-old orphaned boy was put in the juvenile facility after
a step mother accused him of stealing milk and he had to spend over four years just to prove that
he was indeed innocent. In the fifth year, an organization hired an advocate who really assisted the
boy to freedom. It was later realized that the hidden agenda was just inheritance issues. He is
currently going through counselling to enable him overcome the trauma. Culturally, the lawyer
was informed that the boy cannot be allowed by the elders to sue his step mother.
Within the community, families also remain obstacles in barring children from getting justice
sufficiently. A father took away two children (four and two years old respectively) from the
mother and abandoned her. The children were then taken to the rural area to be taken care of by
his sister in-law. The mother was seriously heart broken. An Advocate hired by the husband even
informed the court that the mother was insane. She walked into several offices for help but all
ended up in vain mainly because she could not afford to pay for the legal fees. When the lady was
referred to me, I offered the counselling services voluntarily and linked her to an advocate who
volunteered to assist. Listening to what the children were going through, it was very painful!
Summarily, the children were returned to the mother, as the case still continued. The question is,
did the father care for the children’s justice? It is really clear that the children suffered holistically
since they could not comprehend what transpired. A place called ‘Home’ ceased to exist.
The afore-presented challenges are just a few issues mentioned, but a lot really needs to be done
towards improving children’s access to justice. Sometimes as a volunteer, I feel insufficient. This
is due to the fact that it is not possible for me to avail myself every day, especially in the prison,
and yet I am also required to cater for my family’s basic needs. It remains a dilemma while also
really fulfilling to see them get justice. Psychologically car thesis is an achievable mystery. Finally,
although I appreciate the conditions in our prisons, a lot still needs to be done especially sanitation
which is really wanting. It is my prayer to have as many people as possible coming out to support
our juvenile correctional facilities as this is also key in other main prisons.
One of the most important prerequisites to ensure that children are better served and protected by
the justice system is access to free quality legal aid. Both preliminary consultation and consequent
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legal representation are instrumental in guaranteeing positive results for children in all proceedings
concerning their life and wellbeing. In cases of systematic child rights violations, strategic
litigation is one of the ways to influence systematic changes in a timely and efficient manner. It is
essential to introduce adapted and child-sensitive procedures and appropriate environment for
forensic interviews of children victims and witnesses of violence and crime that guarantee that
both the aims of investigation are fulfilled without bringing any adverse consequences for the
psychological recovery of children.
In conclusion, a Justice system which is not sensitive to the rights and needs of children can
discourage them to seek protection for their fundamental human rights and generate further harm
rather than guarantee justice and redress with dire impacts on their future lives such as taking the
law into their own hands.
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VISIT TO KAMITI BORSTAL INSTITUTION
BY: VIOLET MUYONGA
CHILD PROTECTION TRAINER, ST. PATRICK’S SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN
PROGRAMME, DISTRICT OF EAST AFRICA

Our Child Protection Trainer, Ms. Violet Muyonga and our Utawala Safeguarding Committee, Volunteer Member,
Nicholas Okwach, delivering our donated supplies to the borstal institution at Kamiti.

The theme of this year’s Day of the African Child celebrations was “Access to Child-Friendly
Justice Systems in Africa.” In the respect of the theme, the Safeguarding Children programme
found it necessary to make a donation to a borstal institution nearest to Nairobi. Such was the
closest way through which we could reach out to children who have been in contact with the justice
system in these times. The borstal institution of choice was Kamiti, which is situated in Kiambu
County.
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Nicholas Okwach and I visited the institution on the material Day of the African child (16 th June),
on behalf of the safeguarding children programme. Nicholas is a volunteer counsellor at the
institution and a member of our safeguarding children committee in Utawala Parish. With us we
took assorted toiletries., i.e. toilet paper, bar soap and toothpaste, that had been purchased from a
ten thousand shillings’ donation received from the Safeguarding Programme. I had been in prior
communication with our contact at the institution and she had expressed that these were some of
the items the child detainees were most in need of.
We were given a very warm reception by the Officer in-charge of the institution in the company
of other officers. We were informed that the institution accommodates about 180 child detainees.
It is a government institution but many times they run short of supplies. Our donation was received
with a lot of excitement and gratitude. The officer said that they so much depend on well-wishers
to supplement what the government supplies and they were grateful that we thought of them. They
have not been receiving many visitors of late because of COVID-19, therefore they were in
extreme lack.
However, we were allowed very limited time at the facility. No visitors are currently allowed in
due to the COVID-19 situation the country is experiencing. For this reason, we were not allowed
to meet the child detainees. We actually did not go beyond the institution’s gate. The officers
instead came out and received the items at the gate. We had a few minutes to chat before we left.
The institution was also expecting officials from the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions
who were visiting, to honour the Day of the African Child. As such, it was only best that we left
quickly so that we give them time to get ready to receive the officials.
For me this was quite an experience that changed my perspective towards detention institutions.
The officers we met at this institution are very friendly. From the conversations we had with them,
one would easily mistake them for close relations of the detainees. They talk positively about the
minors and regard them as they would any other people who have needs. One of them even
commented that he works very hard at ensuring that they live a better life when they finally leave
the institution. He personally makes follow up. I was challenged by his attitude and commitment.
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It was an honourable gesture from the safeguarding children programme to donate towards the
borstal institution. This year’s Day of the African Child’s theme concerned such, though we did
not have our usual parish celebrations that are normally filled with pomp and colour. This was a
worthwhile act towards those who would have otherwise been left out of the celebrations were it
not for COVID-19.
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REFLECTIONS FROM KAPSOYA PARISH
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WHAT IT IS LIKE TO BE PARISH PRIEST AT THIS TIME OF COVID-19
REFLECTION BY: FR NOEL BROWN
KAPSOYA PARISH, DIOCESE OF ELDORET.
Firstly, from a positive point of view.
Since the Church is closed and there is literally no pastoral work, I have become much more alert
and notice everything around much more than before. I notice especially the beauty of the trees,
plants and flowers. Also, the beauty and variety of the birds around the priests’ house and the
Church compound. Even their distinct sounds and chirping in the early morning and even during
the day.
With plenty of time on my hands I have been able to study and listen more carefully to Kiswahili
not only for speaking and understanding but for the spiritual content and for opening my horizons
on the beauty and depth of the scriptures. Comparing various translations in English, Kiswahili
and my former language of Chichewa (spoken in Zambia) I have been awakened more to the
scriptures and hope this will be of value later when the lockdown is over.

“I have been awakened more to the scriptures and hope this will be of value later when the lockdown is over.”- Fr.
Noel Brown 5
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Plenty of time for prayer and reflection. Sometimes because of the former busy pastoral
programmes there was little time for genuine quiet personal prayer. That is no longer the case. An
appreciation has grown within me for the work of the former priests here not only of proclaiming
the Gospel but of the many structures built up over the years like the building of houses, Churches,
Schools and halls.
From a negative point of view.
At times it can be lonely because of the lack of public Mass during the week but especially on
Sunday. Really missing the pastoral work and the gathering of the congregation not only in the
Parish center but in the various outstations. Missing the excitement of Sunday Mass especially the
participation of all and the spontaneity and joy of the children. There is little fun when the children
and altar servers are no longer rushing around. There is a strong feeling of isolation and desire that
the crisis will soon end.
There is a sad concern for the people because of the lack of pastoral care for our many Christians
who are unable to receive the sacraments especially of Reconciliation, Eucharist and the Sacrament
of the Sick. Many long for the blessing of the priest not only for themselves but sometimes for
their houses and other important events of Christian life.
In the meantime, I have been able to increase my ability to cook especially the local recipe of "
ugali" and "sukuma wiki" but also, I have to wash all the dishes since the cook is at home on selfisolation.
I have spent a few days cycling around with particular interest in the Children of Kapsoya and
Munyaka, the informal settlement. I have been talking to some from a distance while wearing
masks.
Generally, they are fine but missing desperately school and their friends. Most of the time they do
house chores and follow some lessons on the television if their parents have that luxury. Some
can be found outdoors in little clusters being careful not to mix with each other. The children from
22

the urban area, probably suffering more than their rural friends, sometimes wear masks, move
around with their parents, play football in very small groups while occasionally some can be found
begging.
In the rural area little has changed with children out as usual doing various jobs essential in the
rural scene. They are not really impacted by the crisis. Peter, a boy of about 12 years who lives
near the church, says that each day he helps cleaning at home, studies and longs for school, his
friends and his own bicycle.
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REFLECTION BY: IBRAHIM
KAPSOYA PARISH
Daily routine during covid-19 pandemic.
1.Grazing.
When I wake up in the morning, I usually start with a morning prayer. From there I take my
breakfast Then when the sun is out I take the animals out for grazing (11 sheep) in an open
community land full of green grass and beautiful trees from 9.00 am to 2.00 pm. Then I take the
animals so that I can water them at home. In the evening I always take an exam from my brother,
then he marks it.
2.Corona.
During this time of corona, I have missed so many things like going for mass on Sundays, and
serving the mass. Also, school where I always meet with friends then we play together.
3.Joy.
I am always joyful because I can be able to have more time with my family and happy because I
am able to get what I want from my parents.
4.Fears.
I am fearful of this corona because when I listen or watch television, I have seen how it has killed
so many people.
Yours faithfully,
Ibrahim.
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HOW PARENTS ARE SUFFERING DURING THIS COVID-19 PANDEMIC
BY: PATRICK NYONGESA – CATECHIST, CHRIST THE REDEEMER CATHOLIC CHURCH
KAPSOYA PARISH.

I hope it's time to share what's happening in our families during this time of the Corona pandemic.
The parents who were employed and working for the benefit of the family are at home jobless,
nothing to put on the table. Due to this, the burden has been transferred to the Children who lack
basic needs, first and foremost food, you now see children walking around idle and suffering from
malnutrition, skinny and not attended to, begging for food, or, anything. These children are at risk
of being abused by their neighbors. We now see the potential risk of children being raped or
physically abused in some homes.
I wish to encourage parents to look after their children at this pointing time of need. I have tried to
talk to children; some of them are looking for firewood and selling, fetching water and selling to
get some coins to bring home so that the family gets something to eat. It is my wish and prayer
that the pandemic ends soon. Nowadays even those parents looking for the work of washing
clothes, [find that] it’s not there, building (casual) work is not available. There is also the stigma
attitude in the estate towards those who have been infected by the virus, so, that fear is to all of us.

“I have tried to talk to children; some of them are looking for firewood and selling, fetching water and selling to get some
coins to bring home so that the family gets something to eat.”- Patrick Nyongesa.6
6
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BY: CECILIA
KAPSOYA PARISH
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BY: CECILIA
KAPSOYA PARISH
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CALAMITY RINGS NO BELL
COMPOSITION BY: MICHELLE, ST MARY – KIPKORGOT, KAPSOYA PARISH
AGE: 13 YEARS
The year two thousand and twenty was a year filled with calamity. It was disaster after disaster, I
was born in a very poor family. I lived with my mother and two siblings together with our Aunt.
At first it was floods, whenever it would rain our house would be filled with water to a capacity
that we will be forced to spend the night outside.
It got worse when a deadly disease known as covid-19 struck the nation. Covid-19 is a respiratory
disease that was first discovered in Wuhan China in the year two thousand and nineteen in
December. My mother would go out every day to look for food, we stayed home with our Aunt
who tormented us as if we were animals.
Ever since the first covid-19 infection in Kenya having three meals in a day was hard for us, we
would sometimes sleep without eating anything in a day. Each and every day infections would
rise, many lived in fear of the disease. My mother would go through a hard time trying to find food
and necessities for us. Having lived in a slum we were at high risk of contracting the disease.
Schools had been shut down and by the month of March Italy had the highest number of covid-19
infections all over the world.
The government introduced curfew as a way to combat covid-19 and reduce the spread. Covid-19
had affected the whole globe decreasing the economy of many countries. We all wished for
disasters to disappear so as to leave us in peace, but if wishes were horses beggars would ride
them.
We were so tired of living in fear of the disease. Sometimes we would leave from home to search
for money to buy sanitizers and other necessities. Curfew hours would even get us outside, worst
of all our county was on a lock down. No citizen was allowed to go or come into the county.
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The economy of our country started dropping day by day. All we had was turn to God for help.
Luckily our prayers did not fall on deaf hears. God answered our prayers by sending doctors and
nurses to help us fight the covid-19 disease. They gave out free masks and hand sanitizers. We
also had a part to play to help put an end to covid-19. Many people went out for mass testing.
Many people learnt proper hand washing methods and to follow directives on how to prevent
themselves from contracting the disease. After following all these directives, the cases of infection
decreased. Most of the patience recovered due to strong immunity.
Doctor and nurses did a great job to help the victims of the disease. Finally, a cure was found in
the United States of America. President Donald Trump launched the vaccine all over the globe and
when finally, it arrived in Kenya, many were cured and went back to their normal working places.
The economy started rising once more. Truly this was a year never to be forgotten.
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REFLECTION BY: WILFREDA APOYA OMWALO, CONTACT PERSON- CHRIST
THE REDEEMER CATHOLIC CHURCH, KAPSOYA, DIOCESE OF ELDORET

“Washing hands is one of the simplest ways for children to stay healthy and reduce the risk of Covid – 19.”- Wilfreda
Apoya Omwalo. 7

1.

Experience during Covid – 19 Pandemic as pertains to children:

The government of Kenya decreed all schools to close in March 2020 and movements restricted
in all parts of Kenya. There has been a challenge with safeguarding children against Covid – 19.
Thanks to God none from Uasin gishu has been infected. Due to their nature children are playful
and sociable. There have been children loitering in the Estates, some of which are indulging in
substance abuse and petty theft. This has been attributed by the fact that most parents are facing
economic hardship and have lost grip of their parental roles in process of searching for livelihood.
The prolonged stay at home away from school has made some children hopeless especially the
candidates in primary and secondary as they feel they will not do their final examinations this year
as they had prepared, some have become lazy. Some children haven’t known what corona is and
7
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why they are at home especially the ones below 10 year of age. children think Covid – 19 is a
disease that affect people who are far away. They ask why nobody has died of corona in their
village. Some have not believed the reality of the disease. Most children have despised wearing of
masks in the community.
As a result of COVID – 19 some parents have felt the pain of spending extra on food and other
family need that were not budgeted for. With scarce financial resources, some families have had
to have one meal a day or no meal at all as the family economy has been strenuous. Some parents
cannot even afford to buy children any food as they are jobless.
Teenage girls are faced by sexual exploitation and abuse, teenage pregnancy and risk of HIV
infection. Sanitary towels that were being distributed in schools have stopped due to closure of
schools and therefore poses a challenge to the girls that used to depend on them entirely for their
menstrual hygiene.
The disease has also caused conflicts in the families as they have to share scarce resource thus
children become victims. However, there is still hope that all this will come to pass as God is in
control. With this Corona virus, some children especially the teenagers have been provided with
smart phones by their parents. They use this form to access harmful sites which has made them
victims of harassment and sexual abuses. Some have visited cyber cafes for use of the computers
which has exposed them to irrelevant staff. Covid – 19 has also given parents the opportunity to
interact with and teach their children socially acceptable behaviors and other life skills such as
planting trees, cooking, farming good grooming, washing and many other important activities and
to know their children better.
2.

Some of the things that have been done

Through community health volunteers there has been door to door education to parents and their
children. They have been taught on hand hygiene, social distance in crowded places, avoidance of
hand shake, hugging and proper use of mask. People have been advised that If you have nowhere
to go please then stay at home. We have encouraged parents and guardians to put up leaky tins.
The community have been sensitized on how to wash hands regularly with soap and running water.
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Water has been recommended by World Health Organization as one of the best ways to prevent
the spread of Covid – 19. This has helped in the regular washing of hands. There is a provision of
Hotline No. 719 which is toll free and texting *719 for assistance. The government has been airing
messages of hand hygiene through mainstream medias in form of radio, animations and
demonstrations.
3.

Future hopes

There is need for improvement on ICT in schools to enable distance learning and to keep school
going children in a continuous learning despite pandemics. This has to be enhanced by
countrywide connectivity of electricity to bridge the gap of inequality in terms of e- learning.
Schools need to be equipped with more classrooms to allow social distance, to avoid closure of
schools in future pandemics. This can be done by proper use of CDF allocations to constituencies.
The ministry of Education should have impromptu checks to ensure this is a success. Schools to
be in continuous supply of piped water. This will go handy in ensuring proper hand hygiene.
Teachers to be trained on infection control while in colleges and they should have continuous
training while on job supervised by Ministry of Health.
4.

Advise and encouragement

According to Ministry of Health report, 78% of COVID – 19 patients are asymptomatic. Those
who are admitted in the ICU, more than 90% get discharged after full recovery. Therefore, this
calls for reduction in stigmatization and encourage who experience signs and symptoms to visit
the nearest health facility.
World Health Organization (WHO), indicates that COVID – 19 patients with no symptoms have
low risk of transmitting the virus. This has led to reduction of quarantine duration from 14 days to
10 days. Home based care has also been structured based on the same report. There have been low
infection rates in Africa compared to America and Europe. Science cannot explain this but CDC
– Africa postulates it is may be because of warm climate and moisture that renders the virus
inactive.
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Let us all take the responsibility to end child abuses and keep our children safer this Covid – 19
period. Washing hands is one of the simplest ways for children to stay healthy and reduce the risk
of Covid – 19. In spite of all the challenges, good health remains a preference. Members of the
community encourage their children to practice the prevention regulations against Covid – 19. The
parents to teach and guide the children on importance of feeding their minds with educative
materials. The advantages and disadvantages of smartphones. Let us all keep hope alive that one
day we shall emerge victorious.
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THE IMPACT OF COVID 19 TO CHILDREN IN THE SOCIETY
IGNATIUS JUMA, STUDENT UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI
CHRIST THE REDEEMER CHURCH - KAPSOYA PARISH)
Introduction
COVID-19 Pandemic has affected the livelihood of so many people in the society. Normal
people’s lifestyle has been changed and has caused everyone to try and find new ways of survival.
This has resulted in more family who are vulnerable to suffering including children as the
education system has been disrupted. For this reason, many families are facing low financial
security, food security and many other problems.
It’s for this reason we have to indulge ourselves in reflections regarding various areas, that is, pre
COVID-19, COVID-19 situation and post COVID-19 (we need to look for ways of safeguarding
rights of families and children). The main areas for this will be supporting the mental wellbeing
of children, responding to every child including from single parents and those who are orphans,
protecting children and their families from food and financial insecurity which mainly need to be
highlighted to ensure that they are privileged to access their rights therefore keeping children and
young people safe as many are at home; there is no schooling , church ,social gathering and source
of meetup especially where there are lockdown measures ( Nairobi and Mombasa etc.)
Challenges which children face as a result of COVID-19
1. Children experience abuse and neglect: For many children, schools act a protective place
rather than home where they spend little time. This may be a result of a lack of primary
needs; food, shelter, parental care and so on. Neglect may result from being overburdened
to meet their needs.
2. Children may be exposed to bad content at home, this may come from the internet, TV and
also what they see from their parents. This may cause them to be at-risk of their morality
being corrupt.
3. Young children with careers/working: this may be caused by single parenthood - where a
child has only one parent to support their needs. It’s hard for them to get all they want. This
poses a significant problem to mental wellbeing of the mother who is substantially
depended on.
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4. Children are exposed to heavy duties where they need to go to work in order to eat, cloth,
shelter this also exposes them to this disease and their security been at risk.
5. Children are at risk of sexual violation and criminal exploitation as some of them try new
things, get some stuff done, also most are idling this poses a great risk post COVID-19.
We may lose many young people as a result of this.
6. Children may suffer loneliness and stigmatization as they may isolate themselves due to
government measures of quarantine, self-distancing and so on. This puts child mental
health at risk
7. Children will be spending more time at home; this means their social space has been
reduced they are mostly bored as chance to meet each other reduced a bit and for that reason
some children are not happy with their homes this as a great danger to them.
8. Children spending time at home will help build relationships but poses a great risk to
parents who are in lock down areas and those staying grandparents or multi-generation
homes where comprises of different age groups career likes etc.
9. Practicing social distancing will reduce different choices and the autonomy children and
young people have over their lives; they will have to be included in family decision making
etc.
10. Appearance: children will emulate what they see on TV and this may lead to low esteem
when school open they have to be guided and counselled on their appearance.
Recommendations.


The government should help vulnerable family from the COVID-19 kit. This will
reduce risk faced by children



The government should not take long to come up with measures for schools to open up
that’s where much security is guaranteed.



Parents should guide their children at home and try making them happy this will change
their wellbeing.



Church leaders and member should always look their members and identify problems
facing each one this will be of great deals.



Chiefs barazas and nyumba kumi should be on lookout for criminals who may try to
violate children and teach the society on the need to be united as one.
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Children should be taught on the need to be together and be each one’s keeper.



Security should be provided to kids and young people.



The society should be at the forefront and introduce the adopt a family initiative similar
to what we have seen in Kibra Nairobi and other areas.



Children should be encouraged to interact freely with their peers. And as the saying
goes no man is an island, we should all come together, hold each other, push each other
and be on the lookout for everyone, sharing what we have with those who don't have,
this will reduce, protect and safeguard young people.
Corona may take long before it ceases but we should emulate brotherhood in all aspects
of our lives, lets live together, pray that all will be well, we will conquer this pandemic
and meet when everyone is good to give much praise to God who gives us hope. Let’s
keep children, vulnerable families and those with special needs under our good care
and we will be rewarded heavily in future. Together we shall overcome....
Compiled by:
Ignatius Juma, Student University of Nairobi (Christ The Redeemer Church - Kapsoya
Parish).
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REFLECTIONS FROM KALOBEYEI PARISH
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EVANGELISING DURING THE CORONAVIRUS EPIDEMIC
REFLECTION BY: REV. FR. LINUS MUSUMBA,
KALOBEYEI PARISH, DIOCESE OF LODWAR.

“The privileged have been able to form virtual communities and offer online Masses. My case has been different and
challenging since 90% of my congregation has no access to modern forms of communication.”- Fr. Linus Musumba.8

For over three months and still continuing, the faithful in Kenya have been in isolation and cannot
participate personally in the Sunday liturgy and weekly worship.
Religion is supposed to be a source of comfort in times of confusion and suffering. Yet everywhere
you look, services of worship are being suspended in keeping with the government rulings or
guidelines to curb the contagion. The suspensions have generated some strange outcomes.
8
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Some areas if the economy have been reopened, businesses and eateries, sports have resumed in
some countries, but not to worshippers. Even weekday masses remain prohibited, even though it
typically attracts smaller crowds than the average crowd in a supermarket
Believers have been told to watch offerings of Sunday Mass broadcast on local TV or online. My
take is that, the difference between participating in Mass in the church and watching it on the TV
is like sitting next to a bonfire that warms up, illuminates, brings joy and contemplating of it. The
situation and the environment want us to believe that holy water is not a sanitizer and prayer is not
a vaccine.
Through my interaction with the faithful in the parish, watching mass on TV is strange. Majority
in our parish don’t have or own TV sets or radios. It is painful to say the least to celebrate Sunday
liturgy without a congregation.
For every believer, religion is a fundamental source of spiritual healing and hope. It's a remedy
against despair, providing psychological and emotional support. It's also an antidote to loneliness.
At a deeper level, I can say religion for us believer is the ultimate source of the meaning of life.
My honest opinion and conviction as the priest in charge of Kalobeyei Parish, is that, without the
day of the Lord, we cannot live as a parish, at least spiritually. Without close intimacy with God,
who provides for us and sustains us, life becomes an empty shell. The threat comes from a virus
that makes no distinction between believers and atheists, but we must be vigilant.
During this period, many priests and faithful are trying to carry out online catechesis, reading the
bible online, sharing reflections through social media or mobile phones. The privileged have been
able to form virtual communities and offer online Masses.
My case has been different and challenging since 90% of my congregation has no access to modern
forms of communication. Being a remote village parish, this produced many difficulties in offering
pastoral services.
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However, the challenge invited us to reflect on new ways of doing pastoral work. As a priest, I
took it as an opportunity to guide my congregation to move from the traditional pastoral approach
or attitude of 'indoctrination of the faithful' where believers go to the church and a priest performs
a service for them. This kind of pastoral care demands only the faithful to observe the
commandments and sacraments, without paying attention either to their concrete living conditions
or to social changes.
I engaged the leaders of the Parish to embrace a new approach. It was for them to have a pastoral
attitude of continuous renewal. This new form of pastoral care pays close attention to the concrete
situations of the Christians and the reality of social trends and changes.
In this case, as the nuns and I stay in the chapels praying for them, I asked the Christians through
the leaders to pray in their homes, to read the Bible, practice Charity, instruct the Children, care
for the sick and needy and take advantage of this opportunity to be close to their family members.
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REFLECTIONS FROM MTOPANGA PARISH
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REFLECTIONS FROM CHANGAMWE PARISH
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REFLECTIONS FROM KIBOMET PARISH
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BEING A PRIEST AT THIS TIME OF COVID-19
REFLECTION BY: FR. DANIEL BEBA,
KIBOMET PARISH, DIOCESE OF KITALE.

“We all need one another. As a priest, I miss my Christians and the joy of administering the sacraments to them and
being with the people.”- Fr. Daniel Beba.9

It is odd and weird for me celebrating mass without my usual parishioners. Indeed, it is an
emerging new reality for me as a priest. I get energy from the responses and interaction with the
people during mass. Their singing and responses at mass gives a sense of a community in prayer.
I am missing that now. As one of my parishioners told me, “I am missing the parish family’.

9
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This is a hard time for everybody. One of the things that this Pandemic has taught us is that no one
is indispensable. We all need one another. As a priest, I miss my Christians and the joy of
administering the sacraments to them and being with the people. Although, I try to interact with
most of my Christians on social media, it is still a challenge to reach those without access to social
media.
It is also a reality that most families are having hard times now. Many are struggling with the loss
of jobs and businesses. There are many who depend on daily labor to feed daily. Many of whom
have families to cater for. Now they cannot go out any more because of the government regulation
because of Covid-19.
Children are not exempted either. Children too are witnessing how their parents or families are
struggling with the government lockdown that prevent their parents from earning a living. School
closures, home quarantines, and psychology distress can add to the other negative effects on
children’s emotional, social, and physical well-being. Children cannot enjoy life in all its fullness
when they do not feel safe, free, and comfortable in their environment. They cannot perform
normal activities like going to school and playing with friends, eating well and even coming to
church where they meet with other kids.
Fr. Daniel Beba
St. Patrick’s Parish, Kibomet, Kitale
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REFLECTIONS FROM UTAWALA PARISH
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REFLECTION BY: FR. JOSEPH KAMAU BOSCO,
HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC PARISH, UTAWALA.

“This pandemic has exposed the inequality within families because online access to education is only for the
privileged few.”- Fr. Joseph Kamau Bosco10

10
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One of the philosophers Socrates once stated that ‘Unexamined life is not worth living.’ I take this
opportunity first to express my appreciation for the invitation to reflect and to put something in
writing as we celebrate the special gift of our children though in somehow different way in this
‘new normal.’
I took time to look at the scriptures and to pray especially at this time with Isaiah 40:11 “He will
tend his flock like a shepherd.” This brought to my attention of the special call given to everyone
in general and the gift of priesthood in particular.
I wish to briefly explain how it has been for me as a Parish Priest of Holy Family Catholic Parish
Utawala especially without a congregation. When it all started, we as a Parish got a very negative
publicity, that was expected given the fear and anxiety that had been associated with COVID-19.
My first duty was to re assure my parishioners that all will be well and I took a self-quarantine for
14 days. I also was very much available to my parishioners through the phone and other social
media platforms. The biggest take away from the quarantine, for me, is the recognition of “how
fragile life is.”
As anxiety and concerns about the possible spread of COVID-19 takes root throughout this
country, I see it as a calling to a deeper relationship with God. This age may seem to be a time of
fear and isolation, but I have an opportunity to see it in a new light, as a retreat into the desert with
Our Lord and to encounter God in solitude and prayer.
It is inspirational, beautiful and awesome to celebrate mass with my parishioners because it
certainly lifts my mind and heart to God. I feel strengthened, encouraged, grateful, and so much
more. COVID-19 has threatened that entire comfort zone and has challenged me to look for other
ways to be present to the people.
Lockdown regulations imposed by the Kenyan government since March in an effort to stop the
spread of the corona virus have had an impact on how people pray and worship. It has been a break
from the traditional way of doing things and as a priest, I had to make sure I implement
the government restrictions on all public gatherings; I had to come up with innovative ways to
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celebrate Mass without the parishioners. It has not been easy for me given the fact that I find a lot
of joy and life in interacting and meeting people.
I am hopeful but at the same time aware that this pandemic will change the parish outreach for the
foreseeable future. I see this period as an awesome opportunity for the parish to stand ahead and
provide the spiritual and corporal works of mercy because of the outreach of our parish today, that
people see us as the leaders in caring and as the leader in prayer. This I have done with the help
from St. Patrick’s Missionary Society.
When we recognize Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament, we come to recognize also our brother and
sister who suffer, who is hungry and thirsty, who is a stranger, naked, sick, and imprisoned so that
I may commit myself, to their need.
As I became aware that life is fragile, I have also experienced that loneliness is high. I have tried
to keep myself busy and learnt new ways of being at home with myself.
As a priest I celebrate daily Mass in private on behalf of the intentions of Utawala parish and for
the universal Church to assist all those infected and affected by COVID-19. I have also made sure
that during the daylight hours our main church is kept open for the possibility of private prayer or
devotion. As the People of God of necessity go to the supermarkets for food, they can also drop
by their church to sustain their spiritual lives.
Individually, and always keeping an appropriate social distance from one another, parishioners are
free, during a time of fear and uncertainty, to come at their discretion during the day for personal
devotion, communion by desire, to pray the rosary or the Stations of the Cross. I am also available
for personal confessions at specific times of the week and upon request by individuals and I meet
people who need some forms of documents in the office.
Pastoral care by the priest to the sick is of utmost importance during this time. I am able to visit
the sick in order to encourage them while still taking necessary precautions. I am however careful
not to expose anyone to unnecessary anxiety.
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HOW THE PANDEMIC HAS AFFECTED THE CHILDREN IN OUR PARISH?
(Fr. Joseph Kamau Bosco, Utawala. Continued….)
Regulations from the Ministry of Health imposed by the government in an effort to stop the spread
of corona virus have had both positive and negative impacts on children in our parish. At the
moment there is very little to celebrate the Day of the African Child. We need to keep watch over
our children and ensure that they are protected from all forms of violence such as sexual abuse,
child labour and harmful practices.
Many of our parishioners who are self-employed have had to close shop. This has left them without
an income, food and some are on the brink of losing their homes. Some Parishioners are small
scale traders and almost all their streams of income have dried up, and they are now battling to
make ends meet.
To help address this challenge and cushion the children from the advance effects of the pandemic,
Our Parish St Vincent de Paul group have in a very little way provided vulnerable families with
food items such as maize flour, rice, milk sugar and medication through St. Bakhita Health Centre.
The Kenyan Government has banned all social gatherings and as a result the courts have scaled
down their operations and have chosen to use technology. This will definitely impact on the access
to Child-friendly Justice Systems here in Kenya as those who have been accused of abusing
children are asked to stay at home while at the same time exposing the children to the same danger.
Where will our children access true justice? All the children in the parish are out of school and
they are supposed to continue with their education though the radio or social media. This pandemic
has exposed the inequality within families because online access to education is only for the
privileged few.
Most children have had a very unusual time with their parents. Parents are now available to their
children since most of them are working from home. Parents have come to know and interact better
with their children and they have now recognised their strengths, special talents while at the same
time becoming aware of the areas where they can help the children to improve. However, some
parents in our parish are essential workers which has kept them busier than usual and are not able
to spend quality time with their children.
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IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON CHILDREN
Reflection by: Lawrence, Class 8, Holy Family Catholic Parish
Children are likely to be experiencing worry, anxiety and fear, and this can include the types of
fears that are very similar to those experienced by adults, such as fear of dying, a fear of their
relatives dying, or a fear of what it means to receive medical treatment.
If schools have closed as part of necessary measures, then children may no longer have the sense
of structure and stimulation that is provided by that environment, and now they have less
opportunity to be with their friends and get that social support that is essential for good mental
well–being.
Being at home can place some children at increased risk of, or increased exposure to, child
protection incidents or make them witness to interpersonal violence if their home is not a safe
place. This is something that is very concerning.
Although all children are perceptive to change, young children may find the changes that have
taken place difficult to understand, and both young and older children may express irritability and
anger. Children may find that they want to be closer to their parents, make more demands on them,
and, in turn, some parents or care givers may be under undue pressure themselves. Mental health
and psychological support services should be in place, and child protection services need to adapt
to ensure that the care is still available for the children of families who need it.
Children witness families struggling with government lockdowns that prevent their parents from
earning a living. Children may lose a parent or an adult caregiver because of the disease. School
closures, home quarantines, and psychological distress add up to the negative effects on children’s
emotional, social and physical well–being. Children tend to be bored due to recreational closures
which make children lose the usual enjoyments of playing, swimming and having fun. This affects
them psychologically. So, we should be ready to support children and be there for them during this
unexpected time. Together let’s break the cycle of the novel coronavirus.
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COVID-19
REFLECTION BY: JANELLE –10 YEARS
HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC CHURCH–UTAWALA PARISH
My name is Janelle I will be turning 10 on 4th August this year. I am the second born in a family
of 3 children. I go to school in Utawala. I am in class five. My little brother and I go to the same
school, but my sister goes to a boarding school away from Nairobi.
Before Corona virus came, I used to enjoy going to school and playing with my friends. As
soon as it reached our country, our school and all other schools were closed. We were all asked
by the government to stay at home. Even my elder sister travelled back home from her boarding
school.
At first, I was happy and excited at the thought of staying at home because I was getting tired
with all the schoolwork. Staying away from school meant I could sleep for longer hours and even
watch more TV. I thought I would have more time to play with my friends in the estate too.
However, the TV was always airing news on COVID-19. People were getting sick and many were
dying. From what I heard; this bad disease had no cure at all. Then my mother was put in
quarantine. They said she had been in close contact with a person infected with the bad disease.
Those were the longest 2 weeks of my life. She was locked up in her bedroom and nobody went
near her. I used to stay outside her bedroom door for some time and on a number of times I am
sure I heard her sobbing in the room. I was very afraid because I thought she had Coronavirus and
she was going to die. According to the news on TV a lot of people were already dying.
I was so happy when the two weeks were over and she came out of her room fine. Again, my
grandmother became very sick and we could not travel up country to visit her because the
government allowed no movement of people from Nairobi too their counties. My mother became
sad all the time because she could not help her mother. But thank God, grandmother’s situation
improved after some time.
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Things have continued to get worse every day. We children cannot go to school yet; many
children are hungry because their parents cannot afford food. Many people too have lost their
jobs because many companies have closed down due to COVID-19. Parents are not able to
provide basic needs for their families. Many others are notable to pay rent therefore the
landlords have locked them out. I see all this news on the TV.
I see how many children especially girls are being abused. Sometimes by people from their
families and others by strangers. Who will protect these children? What shall they do? To whom
will they run? I feel very sad when I see and hear of such things.
I was preparing to receive the sacrament of confirmation on March 25 th this year. My dreams
were cut short by COVID-19. I was also looking forward to joining class 6 come next year. I
do not see this happening either. My mother says that we might just be asked to repeat classes
in the coming year. How sad. I feel very bad when I see all that is happening. I wonder if life
will ever come back to normal. All we do is stay at home. Now both my parents are also staying
at home. Sometimes I get worried when they don’t go to work because where will they get the
money to take care of us? But I thank God because they are still able to provide for us. I am
praying that the COVID-19 ends soon so that we can laugh again.
The good thing about it all is that my mother has been trying to teach us things that we do not learn
at school. I have now learned how to cook simple meals, wash my clothes, tidy up the house, clean
and tidy my bedroom and wash utensils all by myself. We have also started a family kitchen
garden. We now plant our own traditional vegetables like kunde, managu, terere and pumpkins. I
really do enjoy all these activities. I am busy even though I don’t go to school anymore. I also
learned some new vocabulary from the disease that I will be using in speaking and writing
compositions at school. For example, quarantine, isolation, sanitizer, social distance, and many
others. I pray to God that He may help us overcome this COVID-19 disease. I long to go back to
school. I long to travel upcountry with my parents and meet my extended family. I long to play
with my friends again. It is boring to stay at home all the time.
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A POEM ABOUT COVID-19
POEM BY: JEWEL, 11 YEARS
HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC CHURCH- UTAWALA
Corona Corona!
You, devouring virus!
What name shall I give you? Who are you?
My grandma calls you Korondo,
Yet another one, still calls you Koronelius.
The experts say you are COVID-19.
But me, what shall I call you?
Would you prefer “witch? Or “demon.”
Or should I just call you an evil spirit?
Before you shamelessly showed your face,
How I lived a peaceful, peaceful normal life.
I went to school, building my future.
I played with my friends and was happy.
I travelled, visiting friends and relatives.
I loved shopping in the malls and supermarkets.
Life was good, life was enjoyable, normal.
And BOOM! You unceremoniously landed!
First in China. And you seemed far away.
Far, far, far away from me, from my family, my land.
Next was Europe, and then you had no limits.
Soon, sooner than I had imagined,
And without invitation,
You came to Kenya, to my motherland.
The skies went silent, there were no flights.
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The roads quiet, no vehicles moving freely.
The cities emptied; people stayed at home.
Households went Shhhhh, like people lost voices.
The fear was so big, huge, I could touch it.
The silence so loud, screaming, screaming loud.
You appeared, and just like that, shut our lives up.
Look at us now Corona virus. Have a good look,
Are you happy? Have you achieved? Are you proud?
We children cannot go to school. Happy?
We children cannot play with friends. Happy?
Our parents won’t let us go out. Happy?
Churches are closed, are you happier then?
All we see are face masks, masks, masks everywhere.
Our parents and guardians have lost their jobs.
Food? Many cannot afford.
Hospital? Many will not go for fear of you.
Rent? A topic for another day.
The mighty and the lowly have equally fallen.
You came and turned our lives upside down.
Now we lie low like a defeated army, not sure about tomorrow.
But I promise, we will conquer you Corona.
Your days are numbered, begin packing up.
O GOD OF ALLCREATION
BLESS THIS OUR LAND AND NATION
BE OUR HEALTH OUR SHIELD AND DEFENDER
For if God is for us,
Nobody not even you, COVID-19, can be against us!
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GOD HELP US TO OVERCOME THIS DISEASE
BY: CHARITY VERONICA
10 YEARS, UTAWALA PARISH
I hate you Corona
You are the worst disease
You kill many people
You kill even the innocent children
This makes me sad
God help us to overcome this disease
You make us not to go to school
Church is also closed
I can’t play as I used to
I can’t visit my extended family
I can’t step outside the gate
God help us to overcome this disease
Everyday TV news is about you
That so many people are sick
Others have died
But luckily some are healed
I long for when you will go away
God help us to overcome this disease
Eh ……. Corona disease
Everyone fear you
We are told to wash our hands with soap
Keep social distance
And stay at home
God help us to overcome this disease
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HOW COVID-19 HAS CHANGED THE LIFE OF CHILDREN
BY: SHUNTELL EMMACULATE,
11YRS, UTAWALA PARISH.
The school closures are one of the most visible and controversial means by which covid-19 is
affecting as, as children. There has been much debate over the exact role that school closures have
played containing the overall spread of the virus. It is just over five months since the novel corona
virus was first reported in Wuhan China, meaning that the data describing its transmission and the
effects of any particular measure are still patchy.
We know, after all, that transmission is higher in densely packed, indoor spaces, and although the
danger to children may not be as high as the risk to the adults teaching us, the virus does seem to
evoke an extreme reaction in a very small number of pediatric cases. Crucially, as children may
become carriers who transmit the virus to the most vulnerable members of the society such as our
grandparents. Home schooling also assumes that our parents are sufficiently educated and have
enough time to be able to help with the lessons.
All of which may make a full return to normality unlikely for us children in the next few months.
And when that is combined with stresses of living under isolation and quarantine it may have some
serious consequences delaying our cognitive emotional and social development, since those who
are poor will not have any food to help then in this period of covid-19.
More serious concern is that when schools are closed for long periods many children will begin to
forget what they already know a regression that will be much harder to remedy. Clearly even
relatively brief periods of time out of education can have a lasting impact; it is not just missed
opportunities for learning that need to be considered during the current crisis. Not all children will
be affected in the same way, leading some experts to fear that this will widen the gap in educational
achievement between richer families and poor families. I plead with my mum, nowadays lipstick
is at its storage. My mum can’t apply lipstick anymore because of this mask. Covid -19 or corona
when we’ll you ever end? I pray to God that He may take this novel corona virus away from us so
that we can go to church, school and our parents can go back to work.
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UGONJWA WA CORONA
SHAIRI BY: ANNE GLORIA (8 years)
HOLY FAMILY CATHOLIC PARISH, UTAWALA.
Ugonjwa unaitwa Corona umeingia nchini Kenya
Ulianza huko Wuhani nchini China, ugonjwa huu umetatiza na kuua watu wengi
Watoto pia hawajaachwa kando, wamekosa kuenda shule, na hawawezi cheza kama kawaida
Ugonjwa wa korona, nani hakuogopi
Kila siku idadi ya walioadhirika inaongezeka
Ni ngumu kujua kesho itakuwa vipi
Wala ni siku gani ugonjwa huu utamalizika
Ugonjwa wa Corona, nani hakuogopi
Corona tumechoka na wewe
Mimi natamani kuenda shuleni na pia kanisani
Nani atatusaidia, sote tuombe Mungu
Ugonjwa wa Corona, nani hakuogopi
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TO BE PARISH PRIEST IN THIS TIME OF COVID 19 IS TO ME A BIG CHALLENGE
AND A PRIVILEGE.
REFLECTION BY: FR JOHN MAINA,
KIAMAINA PARISH, DIOCESE OF NAKURU.
Privileges, plenty of time for prayers, adoration and reading. I got to plant 1200 trees in this
parish. Renovation of churches and among other ongoing projects. Working in garden planting
and cultivating vegetables, bonding and enjoying conversations with my colleague priest and
seminarian. I too have enjoyed great moments of silence and serenity in our compound. I have
found joy in helping the needy. Waking up to bring some food to the elderly, mental cases or
physically challenged persons gave a lot of meaning to my ministry as a priest this time. As well
as sending messages of encouragement and hope to people.
It’s a challenge. celebrating mass daily to empty pews, leaves me with a lot of questions without
answers. Why all this? Big number of the elderly and cancer patients leave me so helpless.
I offer funeral masses in absence of the body and family in church. Then I proceed to family
graveyard for burial rites. I find this very painful and depressing experience for the family. I lack
words to console them adequately. Deaths are regular here and are causing a lot of tension in
families and the church.
Controlling crowd in burial. funerals here attracted many people I do burial rites early in the
morning mostly between 9am and 10 am and not more than 30 minutes as a way of controlling
gathering. This is new history and culture to this community.
Visiting and anointing the sick is another challenge, with fear of contracting covid 19 or being
infected unknowingly and bringing it to my clients.
Feeding hungry families. From April we have fed more than 420 needy families every month.
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Taking care of mentally challenged and physically challenged persons. Dealing with domestic
conflicts among couples, parents versus their children, and siblings, youths engaging in criminal
and immoral behavior.
Suicide cases; giving hope and discouraging some individuals who turn to me contemplating
suicide, and youths frustrated by joblessness and idleness wondering whether they are mentally
sick, cursed or they are possessed. High financial demand but very little income coming in.
It is a challenge Being in control while feeling out of control. I feel despite all I have to be
present with the people and remain focused to peoples’ needs here and now.

“I do burial rites early in the morning mostly between 9am and 10 am and not more than 30 minutes as a way of
controlling gathering… It is a challenge being in control while feeling out of control. I feel despite all, I have to be
present with the people and remain focused to peoples’ needs here and now.”- Fr. John Maina.11
11

(Stock photo by Avel Chuklanov, unsplash.com)
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IN THIS PARISH SOME CHILDREN IF NOT MOST OF THEM;
1. Feel confused, disturbed, idle and lonely, and, being closed in house or in the home
compound. No freedom to play outside like before. Unhappy and uncomfortable with no
handshake.
2. Learning without a teacher & no asking questions while standing through TV. No meeting
friends make children very anxious.
3. Washing hands all the time and they are not used to that leaves them with many questions
and wonders.
4. The mass change. Wanted church open for those waiting for baptism during Easter. They
were very sad. Most feel watching mass in TV is not enjoyable.
5. Children are becoming hopeless after learning many people are still getting infected while
others die.
6. Disappointing parents most the time spending time on TV and forgetting their duties.
7. Living in fear of being infected and are Uncertain of going back to school.
8. Some children from poor background they don’t receive any updates on education no tv or
smartphone in the family.
9. Some children complain of Verbal abuse and hitting from their parents, feel rejected and
few run away from their homes.
10. In farms children complain of being Overworked.
11. Some have become disobedient, Stressed, Depression, Suicide tendencies have risen. In
another parish a 13-year-old boy committed suicide.
12. Teen marriages in some cases.
13. Poor families in Rental houses, children go without food, some engaged in drugs and in
stealing and feel so humiliated when caught.
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DAY OF THE AFRICAN CHILD: MY EXPERIENCE DURING COVID-19 PERIOD.
REFLECTION BY: FR DANIEL KIPRONO,
LONDIANI PARISH, DIOCESE OF KERICHO.
I vividly recall last years’ experience while we celebrated the African Child. It was full of joy and
love. Children danced, sung and visited the needy children with gifts to show them their sense of
belonging. What we have experienced this time round is a dramatic change of events where
children expected a bigger celebration than last years. They have kept asking me whether we are
going to have celebrations but I had no answer to give them because I was hoping against hopes
that by this time the pandemic will be over. Now, it is a reality that we are not going to have the
celebrations as expected.
No one expected this pandemic but indeed it is with us and has affected the entire world; the way
of life, socio-economic situation and religious life was not spared either. As a parish priest during
this covid-19 pandemic, my apostolate has not been done and accomplished as usual.
Spiritual activities like celebrating the Eucharist and administering the sacrament of baptism was
this time omitted during Easter which is almost unheard of to especially catechumens who are
mostly children. The children could not understand the situation having prepared all along for that
very special day where they would be baptized and others receive the first Holy Communion but
this is our situation.
As well, people have not been able to congregate and fellowship though I have been able to reach
them especially the old, sick and bereaved. Children being the most vulnerable have not been
granted even the smallest opportunity to go to church and worship in their own small ways.
Therefore, their relationship with the creator has been somehow de-linked, which could be
detrimental to the future church. The young people who are normally faced with challenges, peer
pressure, and all these challenges facing them under normal circumstances we have to organise for
seminars in order to guide them in how to live and handle the challenges or situations as they come.
During their holidays they are able to be kept busy through sports, parish activities like taking care
of the environment, drama and others. Hence, no time to be idle in order to curb uncouth behavior.
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“Spiritual activities like celebrating the Eucharist and administering the sacrament of baptism was this time omitted…
The children could not understand the situation having prepared all along for that very special day…” – Fr. Daniel
Kiprono.12

This pandemic has also affected family life. This is evident in that domestic violence has escalated
to a very high rate. Some of these challenges have been resolved by the priest through the office
and an amicable solution found but there is still a lot out there.
In Conclusion through the experience the priest, the church and the world has gone through, we
would never want to be part of such an experience again.

12

(Stock photo by Anna Gru, unsplash.com)
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BY: DANIEL
15 YR OLD LONDIANI PARISH
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BY: ANDERSON, 13 YRS, LONDIANI PARISH
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BY: ESTHER KORIR
TRAINER/VOLUNTEER, LONDIANI PARISH
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BY: FAITH
13 YRS, LONDIANI PARISH
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BY: SANDRA
16 YRS, LONDIANI PARISH
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REFLECTION BY: FR MATT MCGRATH,
KIPSAINA PARISH, DIOCESE OF KITALE.

“Recently I began to distribute maize meal to all the stations. They, the poor ones, get 6 kilos of maize meal using
the [Kshs.] 10,000/- the Safeguarding Programme sent some time back.”- Fr. Matt McGrath.13

Here we are in Lockdown for three months although there has been no report of any COVID-19
Infections or deaths here in Trans Nzoia County. Life is a bit challenging and restrictive but on the
other hand it is a chance to rest a bit, to pray and to reflect on our work here in Kenya.
In this Parish we were able to do some Church Construction work as well as collecting Lenten
Campaign envelopes and envelopes for the disabled collection and we are preparing for the
Collection of Peters Pence. The Church and the schools are closed but the Parish Office here is
always open

13

(Stock photo by Jordan Rowland, unsplash.com)
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About children, Thomas Mukhwana 13 years wrote;
“Life is worse now than it had been before the Lockdown. We pray God to stop this
sickness of COVID - 19 so we can go to school and Church again.”
The children are free. They do not have much work to do. Recently I began to distribute maize
meal to all the stations. They, the poor ones, get 6 kilos of maize meal using the [Kshs.] 10,000/the Safeguarding Programme sent some time back.
Thanks, and God bless you all
Blessings,
FR Matt McGrath. P.P. KIPSAINA PARISH
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CELEBRATING THE DAY OF THE AFRICAN CHILD
REFLECTION BY: HASTINGS SAWENJA,
CHILD SAFEGUARDING SECRETARY, ST. PATRICK’S PARISH KIPSAINA
As we mark this day, we remember and pray for the souls of our brothers and sisters who lost their
lives during the Soweto uprising in South Africa. The children were demonstrating against the
violation of their right to education due to racial discrimination. Today as we celebrate this day,
we are faced with similar situation where children are subjected to a lot of abuse despite stringent
measures put in place to check the same.
The AU earmarked 16th day of June each year to celebrate the efforts of the African Child.
Consequently, this year’s theme is “Access to child-friendly justice in Africa” resonates well with
what is going on globally. The celebrations are being undertaken at a time when the whole world
is fighting COVID-19 pandemic. The economies, societal set up and spirituality has been adversely
affected, prompting countries to put in place containment measures to help gap the spread of the
pandemic, Measures which have changed the order of the day.
Following the announcement by the Kenyan government that a case of COVID 19 has been
reported in Kenya in March, and the indefinite closure of all learning institutions, life has not been
the same. As a champion and crusader of child rights, this scenario has exposed our children to
open abuse. The homes are not secure as compared to schools where rules and regulations are
followed to the later.
Due to economic constraints, parents are under immense pressure during this COVID 19 situation,
hence compromising the security of the children. Domestic gender-based violence is on the
increase hence affecting children emotionally. Child labour is rampant owing to food insecurity in
the homes. Cases of sexual abuse are on the increase; child traffickers have also taken advantage
of COVID 19 situation to lure children by promising them heaven. We are bound to witness a huge
number of girls drop out of school due to unwanted pregnancies. With the closure of schools, the
government resorted to online classes which are however not viable because not all pupils and
students access the services. For those who are able to access, are prone to abuse. Increasingly the
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internet and mobile phones also put children at risk of sexual violence as some adults look to the
internet to pursue relationships with children. There is also an increase in the number and
circulation of images of child abuse. Children themselves also send each other sexualized
messages or images on their mobile phones; so called “sexting” which puts them at risk for other
abuse.
Dear parents, guardians, caregivers and children who have assumed the role of parents owing to
one reason or the other, the situation you find yourself in, calls for concerted efforts of all to
provide and maintain a nurturing and protective environment for all children. Life in the COVID
19 situation is not rosy either. Hence you have no choice but to embrace and cultivate the following
tenets: need to invest in good relationships with our children. Adhere to online safety skills. Parents
should take advantage of the COVID 19 situation to bond with their children. Take time to
enlighten your child on the pros and cons of the use of the internet. Engage your children positively
while at home. Remember children emulate what parents do; hence role modeling is key to raising
a stable family. I suffice to say here that protection issues are all time.
Let us all aspire to nurture and protect children under our care and to support their growth and
development in all aspects of life.

“Let us all aspire to nurture and protect children under our care and to support their growth and development in all
aspects of life.”- Hastings Sawenja14

14
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REFLECTION BY: FR NICKY HENNITY,
BANGLADESH PARISH, MOMBASA.

“The people I worry most about is the youth and the children as I think they find it difficult to cope. They miss coming
together in the classroom and especially in the Church either for Sunday School or for baptism classes. Their parents
are in denial so it’s hard to get a serious message about the virus across to them.”- Fr. Nick Hennity.15

When the first case of corona was reported in Kenya, I was certain that the informal settlement of
Bangla would be badly affected by it. The population of 20,000 ++ with five ++ to a small room
made social distance an impossibility. The fact that water was in very short supply meant that
regular hand washing would be a problem. When the curfew was introduced life in Bangla
continued as normal and volume of noise did not decrease until after 10:30pm each night. When
the local people did not see people dying from the virus, they concluded it was a means invented
by government to obtain money. With all thing I concluded that we are going to have many deaths
but that was not, and still not the case. We do not have any deaths from the virus in Bangla so I
hope and pray it remains like that.

15

(Stock photo by Doug Linstedt, unsplash.com)
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As a priest it was a very strange experience as we had no Palm Sunday procession, no Holy Week
ceremonies, no Easter celebration plus no public celebration of Pentecost or Trinity or Corpus
Christi. It was a totally new experience so life became rather shallow with no regular contact with
the Christians. We continue to say private masses and pray for the parishioners. The regular contact
is something I miss. For older priests like myself with other health issues it means that you have
to be careful. It’s a worry that you would not normally worry about but with corona it’s a different
story.
The people I worry most about is the youth and the children as I think they find it difficult to
cope. They miss coming together in the classroom and especially in the Church either for Sunday
School or for baptism classes. Their parents are in denial so it’s hard to get a serious message about
the virus across to them. They are falling back in their practice as many of their parents are not
Catholic so there is no serious parental guidance to help them cope spiritually. I presume that the
issue of domestic violence must be having a serious effect on them as well. The whole issue of
opening up again of Churches is a very important one and especially for the youth. We pray that
God will bring something good out of this unusual situation both here in the slum and worldwide.
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BY: PHILICIA
14 YRS, STD 8, BANGLADESH PARISH
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BY: KAREN
11 YRS, STD. 5, BANGLADESH PARISH
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BY: MARTHA
STD. 5, BANGLADESH PARISH
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BY: MARY EMMACULATE
13 YRS, STD 7, BANGLADESH
PARISH.
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BY: FAITH
9YRS, STD 3, BANGLADESH PARISH
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OUR SITUATION IN NARUS AT THIS TIME OF COVID 19
REFLECTION BY: FR. EMMANUEL OBI
PARISH OF NARUS, DIOCESE OF TORIT.

“Our schools serve as educational as well as feeding centers for majority of children who are from poor background
who would not have access to proper and regular meals at home. The closure of these schools at this time of Covid 19
means that a lot of these children are starving at home.”- Fr. Emmanuel Obi

The Covid 19 Pandemic has challenged the way we live our lives and relate with one another in
our world today. Since late March 2019, we have been on lock down and have cut down all the
pastoral and educational activities that we have in our parish. This was done to prevent large
gatherings and to implement the restrictions of social distancing that had been put in place to curb
the spread of the corona virus.
While these restrictions are welcomed as strategies to curb the spread of the virus, the outbreak of
the Covid 19 Pandemic have robbed us of a vital aspect of our being as human beings who are
relational beings. We are made to be in contact with one another and share in the lives of other
people. This is the challenge we face here as ministers of the Gospel. As priests, we were ordained
for the Christian Community, to reach out, to work in and with the Christian Community. Our
greatest challenge in these tough times is that we cannot be with our Christian communities as we
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have always done in the celebration of the Eucharist, reaching out to the sick through the
Sacraments of Reconciliation and Anointing of the Sick and sharing the life of the community
through our gatherings in prayer in the Small Christian Communities’ meetings.
Narus Parish is an education hub because of the presence of six parish schools within Narus and
Nadapal. We have a great outreach to children and young people through education. Our schools
serve as educational as well as feeding centers for majority of children who are from poor
background who would not have access to proper and regular meals at home. The closure of these
schools at this time of Covid 19 means that a lot of these children are starving at home.
As a parish we have been able to reached out once (in April) to over 400 children within Narus
with food items like beans, maize, sorghum and sugar to support their feeding at home. We were
able to do that through the help we received from St Patrick’s Society in Nairobi. The help was a
once off support and that means so long as the schools are closed poor children within the
communities here will continue to go hungry. This situation will also lead to some other challenges
such as teenage pregnancy, early and forced marriages as we have already heard news about some
poor families giving out their young girls for marriage in order to secure some wealth at this time
for their families. Some children are helping their poor mothers in the brewing and selling of
locally made alcohol. Their engagement in such activities is also exposing them to the preying
eyes of the local men who patronize such places and eventually such children will be prone to
abuses.
Our schools have been and continue to serve as safe haven for young girls and boys exposed to
early and forced marriages and livestock herding. Majority of the children who found the schools
as safe haven are currently at home and chances are that not all will return back to school when
the schools eventually re-open after the pandemic. We currently have 23 young girls kept in St
Bakhita Primary School who are not able to return back to their communities because of issues of
early and forced marriages. They are kept in safety by the school administration and our lay
volunteer who works in our child safeguarding programme here. The lay volunteer helps in
keeping the girls busy with different activities during the week.
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We acknowledge that these are not ordinary times and we need to do all we can to keep safe and
alive until the pandemic is over, yet we feel somehow obliged to stay connected to our Christian
Community and all the children and young people that we serve through our educational ministry
in Narus. We hope in God that this will be over soon.
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WHAT IS IT LIKE NOW AS A PRIEST IN A PARISH WITHOUT A
CONGREGATION?
REFLECTION BY: FR. TIM GALVIN,
PARISH OF RIWOTO, DIOCESE OF TORIT.
There is a sense of loss in this situation now. Reflecting on it what I miss most is not going to the
small Christian communities. It was there that I met the people in their homes, in their situations
with their neighbours, listening to them sharing the Gospel of the following Sunday. I still
remember a blind woman reflecting on the healing of a blind man in one of the Lenten Sunday’s
gospel and what she had to share was very powerful. I remember her saying we are all blind when
we don’t care about each other. In the small Christian communities also the issues which affected
the community there arose.
The churches were closed just as we were about to celebrate Easter. We had been preparing with
the catechists to go to the villages and baptise those who were ready for baptism and the reception
of Holy Communion. That was a disappointment for me and also for the people who were being
prepared and the catechists themselves. We would have been meeting twice a month with the
catechists preparing the readings for the following Sunday, going over what to teach the
catechumenate and also going over with the catechists how to lead the Sunday Service. It was an
opportunity for us to get a picture of what was happening in the parish. The catechists are our
contact with the people.
I feel for the school children now. I would say they are lost. Many of the bigger boys have gone to
Kapoeta (a biggest town about 20km from Riwoto), seemingly just to loiter there. The fear with
the girls is that there would be arranged marriages. Sometimes we meet with the school children
and they would ask us when is the school reopening. For a while we encouraged the children to
come and read in the library. Some of them took advantage of that. However, when it was known
that there were people in Kapoeta with the corona virus, we decided to stop that service. Children
often go to Kapoeta so there was a worry that they may bring the virus into the Church compound.
The other issue would be the scarcity of food. When the children are in school, they would get a
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breakfast of porridge, a lunch of cereal and pulses and if they are boarders a supper of cereal and
pulses. For some children that was their daily food.
My niece teaches PE in a secondary school in Ireland. Schools are closed there also. However,
she has been able to continue teaching her students via the internet and at the end of May which is
the end of the academic year in Ireland, she organized a virtual sports day for the students. Don’t
ask me how that worked. Even in this continent there are people with access to good internet,
iPads and smart phones and learning is continuing for those children. However, children in places
where there is no access to internet or who may have to fetch water, gather firewood, take care of
smaller children, take care of animals are at a complete disadvantage compared to their peers in
other parts of the world. It is unfair.
My final thought would be that I miss the children around the compound. They bring life to the
place.

“The other issue would be the scarcity of food. When the children are in school, they would get a breakfast of porridge,
a lunch of cereal and pulses and if they are boarders a supper of cereal and pulses. For some children that was their
daily food. …I miss the children around the compound. They bring life to the place.” – Fr. Tim Galvin.16

16
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Poster submitted by teacher Praxidas
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REFLECTION BY: JOYCE, PRIMARY CLASS 7, RIWOTO PARISH
Covid 19 is a bad disease. It started from the big cities and it came to Kapoeta. You cannot greet
your friend, father, mother, sister or brother. It causes people not to be together, not to eat together.
Covid 19 affects people’s lives. Now people wear masks and people wash their hands regularly
with soap and water. It makes people not to touch their eyes, mouth and nose.
It affects us learners, we are not in school which is bad. We are now at home without any learning
and it is difficult for us to learn at home. Because at home we have a lot of work to do. I do not
know what to do with this covid 19 since it makes people not to be together not to work together.
People are not now going to Kenya and Uganda to bring some food, clothes and other items that
are needed here. We are not moving from country to country, everyone has to remain in their own
country.
REFLECTION BY: SAMUEL, PRIMARY 8, RIWOTO PARISH
Covid 19 is a dangerous disease, it has affected many people in the world. This disease started in
China. Many people lost their lives there. It has now spread throughout the whole world and has
now come to South Sudan and neighbouring countries. This disease has badly affected learners
who have lost their studies until the schools reopen again. There is now no shaking of hands, no
grouping. It can be prevented by washing our hands regularly and covering our mouths and nose
with cloth. The symptoms are as follows, fever, dry cough, high temperature, sneezing, difficulty
in breathing. The most important thing now is to trust in God.
REFLECTION BY: RACHEL, STD. 6, RIWOTO PARISH
Covid 19 affects many people in Africa. People are to cover their mouth and nose. People are to
stop moving up and down so that covid 19 is not spread. Covid 19 is the reason why there is no
school now. It is a very bad disease, People are dying. People are now using tippy taps to wash
their hands with soap and water. In Kapoeta people are not going to Church, People in Juba are
dying because of Covid 19
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REFLECTION BY: ESTHER NATALIA, FORM 4, RIWOTO PARISH
Covid 19 is a disease which started in 2019 and it has brought a lot of affects. Due to Covid 19,
most places of work, schools, churches have been closed. One of the effects of Covid 19 is loss of
life, that is why schools were closed in order to stop the spread of the disease.
Since the schools were closed, most of the learners have not been taking their studies very
seriously, due to lack of time and exposure to heavy work throughout the day. Most of the learners
also have to spend their time in doing and carrying out some small activities to survive. Covid 19
has caused most of the learners to lose their hope in studies because some of them have lost their
supporters. For those learners who are poor or orphans they are working hard to get some things
like lamps for reading. Learners who are in form four or standard 8 who wish to go to the next
level, are paying no attention to studies any more. Some of the learners, especially the girls, are
thinking of getting married before they die. The learners are praying to God and asking the
Government and all the supporting groups to do something on Covid 19 in order for learners to
return to school soon.
REFLECTION BY: JOSEPHINE, STD. 6, RIWOTO PARISH
Corona is a bad disease, It can kill people, Many people have died because of Corona. We must
be careful. We must wash our hands all the time. We must have tippy taps in our homes. We must
be clean all the time. We need to be far from people who are coughing and sneezing. We must not
sit in groups because of the disease. It can move from person to person. All the countries roads
have been closed because of corona. There is no prevention. In all countries many people are
suffering from Corona. We must be careful Covid 19 has made us run from our schools. We fear
because it will kill us. On radio we hear that Covid 19 has killed many people in the world. That
is why we ran from our schools.
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POEM AND REFLECTION BY: DORCAS,
STD. 7, RIWOTO PARISH
Poem
My sisters, my brothers,
Stop staying together,
Stop shaking hands,
Stop spitting in public,
Because of Covid 19, It is a bad disease,
Killing people like hens.
OH, OH, OH my God!
What can I do to save my country South Sudan?
What can I do to avoid getting this disease?
What can I tell my people to stop gathering together?
What I can tell is advice.
My people, please please,
I am pleading you to stop shaking hands,
Covid 19 is a killer,
It can kill without notice from anybody,
All people will fear you because of Covid 19.
Covid 19 can make people to become enemies, If it is your sister or brother you will not greet
him or her just because of Covid 19. You are supposed to wash your hands regularly or after you
have touched anything. You have to put a tippy tap in your home because anyone who enters into
your home must wash their hands before they come to where you are.
Covid, Covid, Covid 19,
Who told you to come here?
Who sent you to us?
Or did you come by yourself?
What have we done to you?
Why are you doing this to us?
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REFLECTION BY: JOHNSON, STD. 8, SMM RIWOTO PARISH
The effects of Covid 19 has made people to lose their jobs, St 8 candidates will miss doing PLE
(primary leaving examination) this year. The disease is very dangerous, you cannot prevent it
unless you stay at home. This disease makes people to be afraid because it spreads so easily. The
people from the urban areas when they move to the villages bring the disease with them. People
can no longer gather together and it can make people selfish. People stay at home alone. There is
no football or volleyball or other sports being played. People no longer greet each other. The signs
and symptoms of the disease are difficulty in breathing, fever, sneezing, coughing.
REFLECTION BY: JACKLINE, STD. 8, RIWOTO PARISH
Covid 19 is a disease that affects people. It affects the lungs of a person. It has brought confusion
to the world. Everyone is now suffering because of Covid 19. What a very deadly disease! Many
children are now suffering especially orphans. Covid 19 has really slowed down the country
because it is really affecting the ministries and the life of the country.
In order to be safe from Covid 19 we must be clean at all times. Wash your hands with water and
soap using a tippy tap, cover your nose and mouth with a clean handkerchief. Don’t spit in public,
when sneezing sneeze into your flexed elbow, don’t touch surfaces, don’t greet with a naked hand.
When greeting, just wave your hand and say hi. Don’t touch your eyes, nose, mouth and face,
don’t go to the places where many people are.
I don’t know what brought you, Corona Virus, to this world of ours, why don’t you go to your
place alone? Why did you come to disturb us in our place? Why did you come by yourself? Why
come with the air?
Covid 19 has affected learners in many ways such as dropping from school. Everyone is now
relaxing in their homes just because of Covid19. In order to be safe from Covid 19 we must use
body protections.
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REFLECTION BY: ELIZABETH, STD.7, RIWOTO PARISH
Covid 19 is a disease which has affected all the nations in the world. Many countries in the world
are suffering because of Covid 19. It can spread in an easy way. By coughing, sneezing, shaking
hands with an infected person with Corona.
How should we, pupils, manage to protect ourselves from Covid 19? It is the work of the
Government to stop the means of transport from one place to another. Maybe in a car/plane, one
person is infected with corona. Once he/she sneezes or coughs, he/she will spread the disease in
that same car/plane. There should be no movement of people in one car. People should wear face
masks to cover their mouths and nose.
When this disease started it was unknown because it was new to the people. It started in China
and killed a number of people there. It then spread to Africa. So for us, as Africans, we should stop
the spread of the disease. We should wash our hands at all times, we should use tippy taps, we
should not touch or mouths, nose or eyes because of infection of Covid 19. We should not allow
one thing to frighten us, we, as Africans, should stand firm in our nation to stop the spread of covid
19. We should pray to God to help us and heal our world.
REFLECTION BY: MARY, STD. 8, RIWOTO PARISH
Covid 19 is a dangerous disease and has killed many people. We are so scared to hear of this
dangerous disease. We are so sad to miss our people who have died because of corona virus. Today
many of our people are sick with corona virus and they are suffering now. Some are leaving their
children lonely. Their children are now suffering because of Corona Virus.
If you have the following symptoms cough, fever, headache, sneezing, body pain/body ache,
difficulty in breathing please report to the nearby facility or call 6666 and you will be helped.
Don’t spread to other people. Stay away from the family of other people. If you get a crowd of
people don’t go and join them. Maybe some have corona virus. Don’t make stories with a large
number of people. Stay safe!
As we are thinking about this disease, let us pray to God to help us of this disease. It has affected
the learners because many people have forgotten to read and write especially the young children.
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Maybe some of us are remembering something small in our minds. Even we have missed the
exams. It has affected us badly. Some of us have forgotten about school. No one is remembering
school or revising. All students are thinking about Covid 19, how dangerous it is.
REFLECTION BY: NANCY, STD. 7, RIWOTO PARISH
A person who has Covid 19 has the following symptoms fever, headache, cough, sneezing, body
pain. If you have the following, we say you have Covid 19. From there your body will become
weak, you will not be able to walk. That is what I have learnt from Covid 19. Avoid being close
to infected person. Be at home all the time every day.
REFLECTION BY: MAXSON, FORM 2 PUPIL, RIWOTO PARISH
Actually, Corona Virus is a disease caused by a virus which began in China in December 2019.
Covid 19 has had many affects worldwide especially for learners. Why I am saying so is that
schools have been closed from March up to now and we don’t know when they will reopen. Corona
virus has left the learners to move anyhow without knowing what to do at certain times. It has also
made learners not to read their books as usual.
It has made me individually bothered since the closing of the schools and even the holidays is now
too much. I don’t know when this Covid 19 end so that I can return to school. Due to Covid 19, I
don’t think all the learners will go back safely to their various schools. It is not good totally. School
can sometimes keep learners safe from harmful activities of which I cannot mention them here.
Not forgetting Churches where people normally go and pray. Now the Churches have been closed.
People are not going to the Church and it is all because of Covid 19.
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REFLECTION BY: FR. GIDEON GOMA, ASSISTANT PARISH PRIEST AND A
COMMITTEE MEMBER IN SMM PARISH RIWOTO
The advent of the Corona Global pandemic brought a lot of things to a standstill. There is fear,
anxiety and uncertainty everywhere. This is because the pandemic affects every aspect of
humanity. The question on the lips of our students always is “Fr. When will this be over so that
we can return to school? We are tired of staying at home, there is hunger and insecurity.” This
clearly shows that the children are more safe and secure in the school than in their respective
villages.
This is a situation beyond human understanding. But there is nothing anyone can do at the moment
to help the situation at hand. We place our trust and hope in God watching and waiting for better
days. It is our sincere hope and prayer that God will protect the school children wherever they are
and that normality will return soon.
REFLECTION BY: SR. IMMACULATE, SECRETARY OF CHILD PROTECTION
PROGRAMME, SMM PARISH, RIWOTO
The deadliness of the corona virus can be gauged by the following questions: “How many people
are dying?” and the other question is “What is the risk of dying if one contracts the disease?” The
experts have not been able to answer these questions. With the infection rate rising and also the
death rate rising, the Covid 19 disease has gone worldwide. The biggest challenge is that the virus
is still present in the /world and nobody can predict how many people will die or will be infected
in time.
Covid 19 has changed everything causing fear and distortions among young and old. Institutions
of learning have been closed down; domestic family violence has increased. It has affected
education which is the hope for children for a better future.
Measures have been put in place to lessen the deadly effect of the virus. We should all adhere to
these measures outlined by the World Health Organization by observing the following, washing
our hands regularly with soap and water (there is a method of washing our hands safely with the
tippy tap), maintain social distancing and wear a mask.
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REFLECTION BY: PAULINE ADUNG,
COMMITTEE MEMBER SMM RIWOTO PARISH
Corona virus is a new disease which has affected the world at large. It is a new disease because
the word Corona is not even in our mother tongue. The disease kills rich, poor, weak and strong
all alike. Actually, the disease has made the whole world to be in confusion and all things are at a
standstill.
The country is affected economically, socially, spiritually and developmentally. In the education
sector, since the closing of the schools, children are roaming everywhere, in towns, and villages in
search of their survival. This puts them at risk of being exploited and abused by adults for school
is a safe place for them.
Young girls are at risk of getting early pregnancy, early marriage because they can be deceived by
their boyfriends or even adult men who may be already married. Parents may also feel their
daughters will die early, hence forcing them to early marriage because they would want to get a
dowry for their daughter.
Children are not happy since Covid 19 has emerged. It has separated them from their way of
being, like playing games and sports, hand shaking, sharing meals together, which is the joy of
the African child. The Pandemic disease emerged in 2019 and the condition is worsening, the
disease is spreading and every day more and more people are infected. We fear now whether all
the children will return to school when the time comes for schools to reopen. Despite all the
measures that are being taken, only God can save. God may you bring Corona Virus to an end.
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POEM COMPOSED BY: SR MARY, COMMITTEE MEMBER OF SMM
SAFEGUARDING COMMITTEE, RIWOTO
African Child
I am an African Child,
Born with right to life,
With dark beautiful skin colour,
And I am happy to be an African Child.
I am an African Child
With right to education,
But our enemy Corona Virus Covid 19,
Has made me miss my chance,
OH God! Why? Why? Why all this?
I am an African Child,
With talents enough to be the best,
As a doctor, nurse, teacher and leader,
But Corona Virus Covid 19
Has taken away my opportunity.
I am an African Child,
But Corona Virus Covid 19,
You came to make me suffer,
Tortured for forced marriage, rape, beating
And child labour is the story of the Day.
Oh God, I eat food once in a day,
But I am forced to work with an empty stomach.
I am an African Child,
I miss my beautiful life in the school and in the class,
In the morning breakfast in school will never miss,
And lunch on time every day.
I am an African Child,
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With healthy and strong body,
But our enemy, Corona Virus, Covid 19,
Has brought fever, dry cough, tiredness,
And difficulty in breathing and no Medicine, No treatment.
I am a stranger to my own body,
No touching eyes, nose, ears and mouth,
Because of you Corona Virus, Covid 19
To my brothers and sisters social distance,
To my parents the same story.
Oh what a life?
Why? Why? Why all these differences.
I am an African Child,
But you Corona Virus, Covid 19
You have made me become a frog
Every twenty minutes drinking water,
And washing hands with soap and water.
What a disease dangerous as you are!!!
Corona Virus Covid 19
You have made me become a surgeon, a doctor before time,
With mask all the time
And Gloves for fear of YOU
I am an African child,
In every home today, the watchman employed at gate is tippy tap,
The story is wash your hands,
Where can I go or run?
In the school the same story Wash Wash Wash your hands.
I am an Afrcan child,
But Corona Virus, Covid 19,
You have come to destroy the world,
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Business people are like lions hunting for money,
An empty jerrican is very important for me to make tippy tap,
In order to fight for my life,
Oh the same with soap but very expensive now.
Corona Virus, Covid 19
No respect for young or old, Surgeons or Doctors.
Educated or non-Educated, Nurses or Teachers.
Leaders or Subjects
All of them Die
Why! Why! Why! Oh God
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REFLECTIONS FROM KANAMKAMER PARISH
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